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Abstract: In this work we reassess the impacts of blocking patterns on precipitation regimes in
the Iberian Peninsula, distinguishing between north Atlantic and European blocking.
For this we take full advantage of the recently developed high-resolution datasets for
the Iberian countries. Precipitation anomalies during blocking events obtained with this
dataset allow a much finer regional characterization of the impacts in both average and
extreme daily precipitation, particularly when compared to widely used low-resolution
reanalysis datasets.
Blocked patterns induce a negative-positive dipole of precipitation anomalies from
northwest to southeast Iberia. Increases are widespread during Atlantic blocks and
pronounced in southern and eastern areas of Iberia, while during European blocks they
are more spatially restricted, with increases above 50% in coastal Mediterranean
areas, which represents a considerable fraction of the annual precipitation. Blocking
impacts in precipitation are nearly opposite to those found during strong zonal flow
situations, but there are also some asymmetries in the precipitation responses.
A significant increase in cyclones and cut-off lows frequency southwards of blocking
structures is related to precipitation excesses over southern and eastern areas, where
dynamical factors and local processes play a crucial role. On the contrary, precipitation
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deficits in northwest Iberia during blocking episodes are better explained by a reduction
in north Atlantic frontal activity and simultaneous decreases in large-scale moisture
advection towards northern Iberia.
We show that these anomalies during blocking result from changes in precipitation
amount rather than from increases in rainy days, pointing to more extreme rainfall
regimes, particularly in southeastern Iberia. Finally, an Extreme Value Analysis was
performed, fitting Generalized Pareto Distributions to precipitation extremes. Results
show that the different extreme precipitation regimes of northwest and Mediterranean
regions are partially determined by opposite anomalies of the zonal flow. Thus, heavy
precipitation events in Mediterranean areas are usually short-lived and frequently
associated with blocking conditions, while in northwest Iberia the total accumulations
during rainfall episodes are more important for triggering extreme events and they are
mainly related to strong westerly flows.
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Abstract 25 
In this work we reassess the impacts of blocking patterns on precipitation regimes in the Iberian 26 
Peninsula, distinguishing between north Atlantic and European blocking. For this we take full advantage 27 
of the recently developed high-resolution datasets for the Iberian countries. Precipitation anomalies 28 
during blocking events obtained with this dataset allow a much finer regional characterization of the 29 
impacts in both average and extreme daily precipitation, particularly when compared to widely used low-30 
resolution reanalysis datasets.   31 
Blocked patterns induce a negative-positive dipole of precipitation anomalies from northwest to southeast 32 
Iberia. Increases are widespread during Atlantic blocks and pronounced in southern and eastern areas of 33 
Iberia, while during European blocks they are more spatially restricted, with increases above 50% in 34 
coastal Mediterranean areas, which represents a considerable fraction of the annual precipitation. 35 
Blocking impacts in precipitation are nearly opposite to those found during strong zonal flow situations, 36 
but there are also some asymmetries in the precipitation responses.  37 
A significant increase in cyclones and cut-off lows frequency southwards of blocking structures is related 38 
to precipitation excesses over southern and eastern areas, where dynamical factors and local processes 39 
play a crucial role. On the contrary, precipitation deficits in northwest Iberia during blocking episodes are 40 
better explained by a reduction in north Atlantic frontal activity and simultaneous decreases in large-scale 41 
moisture advection towards northern Iberia.  42 
We show that these anomalies during blocking result from changes in precipitation amount rather than 43 
from increases in rainy days, pointing to more extreme rainfall regimes, particularly in southeastern 44 
Iberia. Finally, an Extreme Value Analysis was performed, fitting Generalized Pareto Distributions to 45 
precipitation extremes. Results show that the different extreme precipitation regimes of northwest and 46 
Mediterranean regions are partially determined by opposite anomalies of the zonal flow. Thus, heavy 47 
precipitation events in Mediterranean areas are usually short-lived and frequently associated with 48 
blocking conditions, while in northwest Iberia the total accumulations during rainfall episodes are more 49 
important for triggering extreme events and they are mainly related to strong westerly flows. 50 
Keywords: atmospheric blocking; precipitation; Iberian Peninsula; extremes; cyclones 51 
 52 
1. Introduction 53 
The climate of Europe is controlled to a large extent by the usual sequence of low-pressure systems 54 
travelling from the west and associated with the jet stream. These mid-latitude cyclones leave their 55 
fingerprint on spells of varying precipitation amount, alternating with dry periods that range from weekly 56 
to monthly scales. With the advent of upper level observations in the wake of the WWII, it was found that 57 
this pattern of predominantly zonal circulation is often disrupted by a temporary change to a situation of 58 
strong meridional flow [e.g., Rex (1950a,b)]. This meridional component favors the formation of quasi-59 
stationary anticyclones at high latitudes, coined as blocking highs [Rex (1950a,b)], which are often 60 
accompanied by low-pressure areas at lower latitudes (Treidl et al., 1981).   61 
The influence of blocking systems on the climate of mid-latitudes is well known. The first climate 62 
assessments of the impact of blocking were based on very few cases (e.g. Rex 1951), or on particular 63 
anomalous seasons (e.g. Quiroz 1984). More recently, the longer reanalysis datasets have been used to 64 
characterize blocking (e.g., Barriopedro et al., 2006, 2010; Croci-Maspoli et al., 2007; Davini et al. 2012) 65 
and their associated impacts (e.g., Trigo et al., 2004; Masato et al. 2012), including extreme events (e.g., 66 
Sillmann and Croci-Maspoli 2009a; Buehler et al. 2011), such as the drought events in the Iberian 67 
Peninsula (IP) during 2004-2005 (García-Herrera et al., 2007) and 2011-2012 (Trigo et al., 2013), or the 68 
more recent outstanding heatwaves in the Euro-Russian area (Barriopedro et al., 2011; Ruti et al., 2014). 69 
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The specific role of atmospheric blocking on precipitation regimes has been widely studied, although 70 
there is some tendency to focus on the climate of the area more directly affected by the anomalous 71 
stationary ridge. In this restricted spatial context, blocking occurrence causes precipitation scarceness. 72 
Nevertheless, blocking episodes may also increase precipitation in remote regions, since storm tracks tend 73 
to be deflected north and south of the blocking systems. Trigo et al. (2004) found that blocking episodes 74 
in the Euro-Atlantic sector reduce the precipitation rate at higher latitudes, and increase it in southernmost 75 
areas of Europe. In addition, blocking can be favorable for strangling upper level cold air pools (usually 76 
referred as cut-off lows), which may produce severe weather and flooding (Nieto et al., 2007). Cut-off 77 
lows are more frequent in spring and summer seasons, and in mid and low latitudes, with the European 78 
sector being a preferred sector of occurrence. In particular, Nieto et al. (2007) has shown that the southern 79 
flank of blocking systems is a favorable location for cut-off occurrence. This is crucial for the climate of 80 
the IP, where some of the most torrential rainfall episodes can arise from relatively small-scaled low-81 
pressure systems. Some examples of cut-off low systems occurring under large-scale blocked conditions 82 
are the exceptional rainfall event in the Lisbon area in 18 February 2008 (Fragoso et al., 2010), or the 83 
October 2000 torrential precipitation event in eastern Spain (Homar et al.; 2002). In addition, and 84 
particularly during late summer and early autumn, cut-off lows can trigger Mesoscale Convective 85 
Systems affecting the eastern coast of Spain and the Balearic Islands (García-Herrera et al., 2005). 86 
Within the context of blocking-related impacts, it is imperative to distinguish the disruption of the 87 
prevailing westerly circumpolar flow by a blocking episode from the strengthening of the North Atlantic 88 
ridge at lower latitudes (40-50º N – sometimes called low-latitude blocking), which is frequently linked 89 
with sub-tropical high pressure systems. Santos et al. (2008, 2009) have studied the latter, and linked such 90 
events with the occurrence of severe droughts in the IP, particularly in the western half, since these 91 
patterns prevent storms from reaching that region. On the contrary, closed and persistent blocking 92 
systems located at higher latitudes leave a margin for the occurrence of synoptic eddies at lower latitudes 93 
(e.g., Pfhal, 2014). More specifically, the blocking pattern induces a shift of the usual storm-track paths 94 
that can interact with the sub-tropical jet stream, enhancing large-scale ascending motions, instability and 95 
the development of severe precipitation events (Toreti et al., 2010). Thus, unlike strong ridges, which 96 
tend to deprive the IP of rains, blocking episodes can promote either dry periods or wet spells therein, 97 
depending on the location of the blocking pattern.  98 
The strong spatial and temporal variability of precipitation regimes in the IP, with the relatively high 99 
frequency of blocking patterns (Barriopedro et al., 2006; Woolings et al., 2010) and cut-off-lows (Nieto et 100 
al., 2007) in western Europe converts the IP in an excellent “laboratory” to evaluate the impacts of 101 
blocking episodes. However, blocking-induced low pressure systems may produce very distinct 102 
signatures in precipitation at the regional scale. This underlines the need of high-resolution precipitation 103 
datasets to obtain a more comprehensive assessment on the impacts of blocking episodes on the IP 104 
precipitation regimes. Previous studies have used gridded precipitation datasets with poor spatial 105 
horizontal resolutions to address blocking effects on precipitation (e.g. Trigo et al. 2004), thus possibly 106 
losing crucial spatial details. Additionally, Trigo et al. (2004) found that the blocking signals in 107 
precipitation are relatively unconnected from those in precipitable water, which are rather controlled by 108 
blocking-induced temperature anomalies. This fact suggests that the precipitation anomalies in IP during 109 
blocking situations are mainly driven by dynamical factors, such as higher-than-usual cyclonic activity, 110 
albeit the importance of thermodynamic factors in the precipitation responses to blocking cannot be 111 
disregarded. This fact stresses the need to explore the blocking influence on cyclone paths, and cut-off 112 
lows in the region.  113 
In this study we perform a reassessment of blocking impacts on precipitation using the recently developed 114 
Iberian high-resolution gridded precipitation datasets (Belo-Pereira et al., 2011; Herrera et al., 2010). 115 
Moreover, we assess in detail how precipitation anomalies and associated atmospheric circulation change 116 
with respect to the specific location of the blocking high patterns. This spatial dependence may be crucial 117 
to determine the local impacts and extremeness of precipitating systems like cyclones and cut-off lows. 118 
Finally, we also explore the relationship between blocking and the occurrence of extreme precipitation. In 119 
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summary, the main objectives of this work are: 1) to examine blocking impacts, in terms of precipitation 120 
anomalies and physical forcings (instability and moisture fluxes), distinguishing the sector of blocking 121 
occurrence; 2) to identify changes in cyclonic activity and cut-off lows frequency during blocking 122 
episodes; 3) to perform an Extreme Values Analysis for Iberian precipitation during blocking episodes. 123 
This work is structured as follows. In Section 2, the data used in this work is described, and a brief 124 
overview of the blocking climatology in the target domain is presented. In Section 3, we analyze the 125 
impacts of different weather patterns (namely blocked and strong zonal flow) on the precipitation 126 
regimes, and compare them when using datasets of different spatial resolution. The synoptic patterns and 127 
forcings that promote these impacts are described in Section 4. An Extreme Value Analysis is performed 128 
in Section 5, and finally, in Section 6, the main results of this work are discussed. 129 
 130 
2. Data  131 
2.1. Reanalysis data 132 
We have used the following datasets for the purposes of our analysis:  133 
a) The recently developed high-resolution precipitation datasets for Portugal (PT02 – Belo-Pereira 134 
et al., 2011), and Spain (SPAIN02 – Herrera et al., 2010), which have a horizontal resolution of 135 
0.2ºx0.2º and have been combined in a single dataset (IBERIA02) for the years spanning from 136 
1950 until 2007. The average number of stations used by both datasets is very large (although 137 
not constant during the period), allowing its application for both climatological studies (e.g. 138 
Ramos et al., 2014), and characterization of extreme precipitation events (Ramos et al., 2015).   139 
b) The dataset from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) for the 1948-2007 period, at 140 
a 2.5ºx2.5º horizontal resolution. The variables explicitly considered were: daily fields of 500hPa 141 
geopotential height (Z500) and Lifted Index (LI) – the latter is an instability index defined by the 142 
temperature difference between an air parcel lifted adiabatically and the temperature of the 143 
environment at Z500. Furthermore, we made use of several fields from the NCEP/NCAR data to 144 
compute the following data: 1) a catalogue of blocking events (Barriopedro et al., 2010); 2) a 145 
catalogue of cut-off lows (COL - Nieto et al., 2005); 3) Integrated Water Vapor Transport 146 
between 1000hPa and 300hPa (IVT - Ramos et al., 2015); 4) a catalogue of cyclones for the 147 
northern hemisphere obtained by using the methodology described in Trigo (2006). These 148 
datasets will be employed to explore the blocking signatures in precipitation regimes and 149 
interpret these responses in terms of dynamical (cyclones, COLs) and thermodynamical (IVT, 150 
LI) processes. The particular characteristics of the blocking catalogue are explored in more detail 151 
in the following sub-section.  152 
 153 
2.2. Blocking index catalogue 154 
The catalogue of blocked days was developed by Barriopedro et al. (2010) by using daily Z500 data on a 155 
2.5ºx2.5º grid. The method attempts to reconcile previous blocking definitions, and to minimize the 156 
discrepancies between them. Thus, blocks are considered from a complementary viewpoint as Z500 157 
anomalous patterns, which are capable of reversing the meridional jet-based Z500 gradient. This 158 
combined blocking detection method also avoids some unrealistic criteria or critical parameters that were 159 
implicit to previous methodologies and improves the blocking detection efficiency. Daily blocks are 160 
identified as contiguous 2-D spatial signatures, corresponding to Z500 anomalies above a given threshold 161 
(one-standard deviation of the daily Z500 anomaly distribution at extratropical latitudes). The method 162 
also requires these blocked areas to be associated with meridional Z500 gradient reversals around a 163 
reference latitude representative of the jet stream. For each longitude, the reference latitude is defined as 164 
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the latitude with maximum variance in the 5-day high-pass filtered Z500 field. The variation of these 165 
variables within the year is considered, in order to accommodate the seasonal cycle. A tracking algorithm 166 
is also implemented to follow the day-to-day evolution of blocking patterns. Finally, to account for the 167 
typical scales of the block and its spatio-temporal evolution, thresholds for minimum 2-D extension 168 
(2∙106 km2), minimum temporal persistence (5 days), and a fraction of overlapping between successive 169 
daily blocks (50%) are required.   170 
In this study, we only considered daily blocking patterns for which the maximum Z500 anomaly is 171 
located between 45ºN and 70º N, and these locations will hereafter be called blocking centers. We must 172 
stress that this definition has the purpose to enable an objective separation in blocking sectors by reducing 173 
the large-scale of the blocking pattern to a single gridpoint that is representative of the weather system, as 174 
the specific location of a blocking center plays a major role in defining the synoptic circulation of a much 175 
wider region.  Thus, two main sectors are defined: the Atlantic sector (ATL) which includes all blocking 176 
centers located in 30-0º W, and the European sector (EUR), spanning 0-30º E. This regional classification 177 
is justified from previous works that have explored the relationship between blocking and the main modes 178 
of variability of the atmospheric circulation (e.g., Barriopedro et al. 2006; Scherrer et al. 2006). These 179 
studies have reported a tight link between blocking activity and the centers of variability of the leading 180 
modes in the Euro-Atlantic sector, with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the Scandinavian 181 
Pattern (SCAN) explaining most of the variability of ATL and EUR blocking, respectively. ATL and 182 
EUR blocking have also very distinct signals in European precipitation and temperature (e.g., Masato et 183 
al. 2012). Figure 1 (top) depicts the annual mean frequency of blocking center locations in each gridpoint 184 
(2.5ºx2.5º), as well as the seasonal frequency of blocking centers for each considered sector (bottom). It 185 
must remain clear that the main goal of classifying blocks into ATL and EUR types is to assess how the 186 
precipitation responses depend on the blocking location. Thus, this distinction between ATL and EUR 187 
blocks is purely based on their location, and does not necessarily involve different physical/dynamical 188 
processes in their lifecycles. 189 
Before evaluating the regional impacts of blocking on the IP precipitation, it is important to briefly 190 
characterize the atmospheric circulation signatures associated with regional blocking occurrence. Figure 2 191 
shows the composite of Z500 anomalies for blocking days in each sector and season. For both sectors, 192 
Z500 positive anomalies are larger in the cold seasons than in the warm seasons. The largest anomalies 193 
are associated with ATL blocking. In this region, summer blocks display a northward extension of 194 
subtropical wave-breaking systems near the Azores high. Regional blocking is also associated to negative 195 
Z500 anomalies in some of the surrounding areas, being more evident during ATL blocks and in colder 196 
seasons, but less pronounced than the positive ones. These negative anomalies display different intensity 197 
and location for ATL and EUR blocks, which suggest different impacts on precipitation, thus supporting 198 
the classification in blocking sectors adopted herein. Note that some blocking events may contribute to 199 
the composites of both sectors, since ATL blocks tend to evolve eastwards towards Europe throughout 200 
their lifecycle (Croci-Maspolli et al., 2007; Barriopedro et al. 2010). This is supported by similar 201 
composites (see Supplementary Material – S1) performed for blocking subsectors of 15º longitudinal 202 
extension within the ATL and EUR regions.  203 
 204 
3. Seasonal impacts of blocking in Iberian precipitation 205 
With the aim of evaluating the impacts of blocking on the IP precipitation, seasonal composites of daily 206 
precipitation anomalies were calculated for days with blocking centers in each sector. For this purpose, 207 
daily anomaly series of precipitation in each gridpoint were computed, and then composited for blocking 208 
days of each season and sector. We opted to present the relative anomalies in the composites (in 209 
percentage relative to the climatological seasonal precipitation during 1950-2007), as seen in Figure 3. 210 
Gridpoints where the climatological seasonal mean total precipitation is below 50 mm were discarded, 211 
since relative anomalies in dry areas may be misleading. This process excludes dryer regions in 212 
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southern/central IP, where summer rainfall is usually scarce (Belo-Pereira et al., 2011), and the relevance 213 
of high anomalies would be doubtful. A two-sample Smirnov-Kolmogorov test (hereafter KStest) was 214 
applied to assess the statistical significance of these anomalies (Wilks, 2011). 215 
The composites presented in Fig. 3 show that, with the exception of summer, the seasonal patterns of 216 
regional blocking signals in precipitation are reasonably coherent throughout the year, particularly for 217 
ATL blocks. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis composites show a consistent positive precipitation anomaly in 218 
the Mediterranean coast associated with blocking occurrence in both sectors. In particular, during winter, 219 
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis displays very minor differences between the impacts of ATL and EUR 220 
blocks. However, the high-resolution IBERIA02 dataset reveals specific regional details in these patterns 221 
and clear differences between ATL and EUR blocks. For example, significant negative precipitation 222 
anomalies are found in northwestern regions of the IP that cannot be clearly identified using the low-223 
resolution dataset. In summer, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis displays a SW-NE gradient response in 224 
precipitation anomalies that is absent in the high resolution dataset. We must bear in mind that most of IP 225 
registers low mean precipitation values during these months and, consequently, one should refrain from 226 
over-emphasizing summer anomalies.  227 
Regarding the different impacts that arise from different blocking locations, it is found that for most of 228 
the year (with the exception made for spring), ATL blocks are associated with increased precipitation 229 
over wide areas of the IP, while EUR blocks tend to bring more localized positive anomalies, particularly 230 
in coastal Mediterranean strips. For instance, during autumn, ATL blocks lead to above average 231 
precipitation in almost the entire peninsula. Taking this example, once again, the impact of the different 232 
resolutions from the datasets appears very clear, as EUR blocking composite for the NCEP/NCAR dataset 233 
clearly miss most of the positive autumn precipitation anomalies that are depicted by the corresponding 234 
IBERIA02 composite. 235 
Taking into account the tendency for eastward blocking migration mentioned above, we have also 236 
computed the precipitation anomaly composites occurring in the previous five days to EUR blocks. These 237 
composites show a quite similar pattern (see Supplementary Material – S2) to the one found for ATL 238 
blocking, thus confirming that the transition from the ATL to the EUR precipitation composites partially 239 
reflects the transient responses to an eastward blocking migration and hence, that the precipitation 240 
responses to blocking depend on the blocking location. 241 
With the aim of summarizing the different impacts of regional blocking, we computed annual composites 242 
of daily precipitation anomalies for each blocking sector. Furthermore, to better interpret the blocking 243 
signatures we compared them with the corresponding composites obtained for days characterized by 244 
strong zonal flow, which represents a large-scale atmospheric pattern with nearly opposite anomalies to 245 
those associated with blocking. This procedure allows assessing the linear response in precipitation to 246 
opposite zonal flow regimes. For this purpose, we followed very simple criteria described in Trigo et al. 247 
(2004) to classify strong zonal flow days in the Atlantic and European sectors: 1) a given longitude is 248 
affected by strong zonal flow conditions if the meridional mid-latitude Z500 gradients exceed several 249 
empirical thresholds (see Trigo et al. 2004 for further details); 2) the entire sector is considered to be in 250 
strong zonal flow configuration if at least three adjacent longitudes satisfy 1). The KStest was applied to 251 
assess the statistical significance of these anomalies. 252 
 253 
The annual composites of daily precipitation anomalies for regional blocking and strong zonal flow 254 
conditions are shown in Figure 4. The existence of a negative-positive dipole in precipitation anomalies 255 
under blocking action is again evidenced at the annual scale. For both blocking sectors, the positive 256 
precipitation anomalies found in eastern and southern coastal areas are considerably wider in spatial 257 
extension and larger in amplitude than the negative anomalies found in northwestern IP, which are 258 
essentially restricted to ATL blocks. During strong zonal episodes there is also a tendency for a 259 
northwest-southeast dipole in precipitation anomalies, but with the opposite signals to those found during 260 
blocking conditions. Strong westerly flows are related with below average precipitation in southern and 261 
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eastern IP, and with near-normal or non-significant precipitation excess in the northwest. As a 262 
consequence, the differences between blocked and zonal conditions depict an even more contrasting 263 
dipole, which reflects the large relevance that blocking episodes wield on rainfall regimes in southern and 264 
eastern regions of Iberia, where we once again stress that mean annual rainfall totals are much lower than 265 
for northwestern sectors (Belo-Pereira et al., 2011).  266 
 267 
As stated above, the high-resolution precipitation data set allows identifying important differences 268 
between the regional and local precipitation responses associated with ATL and EUR blocks that 269 
otherwise would be missed in a coarser grid. Thus, during ATL blocks positive anomalies cover a wider 270 
area than that affected by EUR blocks, and also the locations of the largest anomalies are different 271 
depending on the considered sector. In particular, during EUR blocks there is a particular emphasis on the 272 
coastal strip of eastern Spain, while under ATL blocks the highest anomalies are found further south in 273 
eastern Spain, and also in southernmost areas of the IP and the Gibraltar area. On the other hand, a sharp 274 
northwest-southeast gradient is found for ATL blocks, while EUR blocks show a less pronounced 275 
gradient, and a slight northward shift of the associated maximum of precipitation, as compared to ATL 276 
blocks. Also, the deficit of precipitation in northwest IP is clearly identifiable for blocking located in the 277 
ATL sector, but it does not reach the 5% statistical significance level in the EUR composite. The same 278 
regional differences are observed in the blocking minus strong zonal flow composite difference.  279 
 280 
Another interesting difference between the ATL and EUR composites is their different linear response to 281 
blocked and zonal flows. Thus, the precipitation response to opposite anomalous conditions in the 282 
westerly flow over EUR is largely linear, while for the ATL sector there are important asymmetries. It 283 
should be noticed that part of these results may be due to a larger difference between the frequencies of 284 
blocked and zonal days for ATL when compared to EUR. In particular, the precipitation signals over 285 
eastern IP during ATL blocks are much larger than those observed during strong zonal flow conditions. 286 
This implies that the precipitation regimes of these areas are particularly sensitive to blocked conditions. 287 
Such asymmetric responses to circulation anomalies in the ATL sector are much more difficult to identify 288 
when relying on composites obtained using the NCEP/NCAR low-resolution dataset, once again 289 
reinforcing the convenience of the high-resolution dataset. 290 
 291 
The impact of blocking events in the precipitation regimes of the eastern and southern sectors of IP (Fig. 292 
4) coupled with the considerably lower climatological precipitation values observed in these regions 293 
necessarily imply a considerable contribution of blocking episodes on total yearly precipitation therein 294 
(solid lines, upper panels Fig. 5), which exceeds 10% in eastern areas of the IP. We were also interested 295 
in checking if the precipitation anomalies during blocking patterns are derived from an equivalent change 296 
in the number of rainy days, or from changes in the precipitation amount during precipitating days. To 297 
address this question, we computed regional blocking composites of the anomalous number of days with 298 
total precipitation above 1mm. The results (Fig.5, shaded) indicate a large decrease in the number of rainy 299 
days over the northwestern half IP and much smaller changes elsewhere. The pronounced drop of rainy 300 
days in northwestern IP (in some areas above 20%) only impinges a slight decrease in total precipitation 301 
(Fig. 4). We argue that this result could be due to blocking mainly inducing light precipitating days in the 302 
NW sector of IP, thus leading to small net changes. The decrease in the number of rainy days during 303 
blocking situations also affects other large portions of the IP, including regions where the precipitation 304 
composites showed significant increases in total precipitation. This suggests that the precipitation 305 
responses to blocking are largely attributable to changing rates of precipitation rather than to the number 306 
of precipitating days, especially in southeastern IP. Naturally, this also involves a higher frequency of 307 
intense or torrential precipitation days during blocked patterns in these regions, as it will be discussed 308 
further ahead.  309 
 310 
 311 
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4. Synoptic forcing 312 
Once the impacts of regional anomalous zonal flow conditions on IP precipitation regimes are well 313 
characterized, it is important to understand the processes that drive them at the synoptic scale. As shown 314 
in previous works, blocking occurrence induces positive precipitation anomalies in several areas of 315 
southern Europe, but it does not promote higher values of precipitable water in the same areas (e.g. Trigo 316 
et al., 2004). Thus, it is mandatory to distinguish processes that enhance moisture availability from those 317 
that provide the favorable conditions for water condensation. For this purpose, we computed anomalous 318 
composites (for blocked and strong zonal flow situations) of Z500, LI, and IVT (and the corresponding 319 
mean horizontal transport of IVT). In this way, we were able to compare the distribution of moisture 320 
fluxes (throughout the use of the IVT) and simultaneously the anomalies in instability (LI). The former is 321 
related to moisture availability for precipitation and the latter measures whether the environmental 322 
conditions are prone to enhance condensation of water vapor. The composites have been performed for 323 
blocked and zonal days, and their difference, as depicted in Figure 6. 324 
The composites of Fig. 6 show that during strong zonal conditions there is a corridor of high moisture 325 
content transport extending towards the British Isles and affecting northwestern IP. This moist corridor is 326 
zonally elongated towards central Europe during strong zonal flow conditions over EUR, as compared to 327 
those occurring in ATL. Blocking patterns efficiently obstruct these moisture fluxes, which is in good 328 
agreement with the rainfall reductions observed in NW IP during blocking patterns, but not with the 329 
precipitation increases in southeastern IP. However, areas of positive LI anomalies are found in the IP 330 
during blocking episodes, with a dependence on the considered sector. Thus, atmospheric instability tends 331 
to be reinforced in western (eastern) IP during ATL (EUR) blocking days, in good agreement with the 332 
precipitation increases obtained in the previous section over southern (eastern) IP. Moreover, the 333 
difference between blocked and zonal flow composites shows a large increase in atmospheric instability 334 
over IP when we shift from zonal to blocked flows, despite their common reduction in moisture content at 335 
higher latitudes. This suggests that moisture availability is not a major limiting factor to explain the 336 
precipitation responses to anomalous zonal flow conditions over most of the IP. In fact, these composites 337 
show that the positive precipitation anomalies in south and eastern IP during blocking episodes are related 338 
with the increment of atmospheric instability in the target areas.  339 
Additionally, we would like to explore whether the changes in moisture content and instability are 340 
triggered by specific weather systems. Trigo et al. (2004) already discussed the important role played by 341 
the southward deflection of the storm-tracks in the European precipitation responses to blocking episodes. 342 
Thus, taking into account the main synoptic patterns that trigger precipitation events in the IP, we next 343 
explore changes in their frequency during blocking and strong zonal flow episodes for each considered 344 
sector. In this regard, we herein distinguish between near-surface cyclones and upper-level low-pressure 345 
systems such as COLs, both causing negative Z500 anomalies (as those found over the IP in the blocking 346 
minus strong zonal flow composites of Fig. 6). To achieve this, we first looked at the climatological 347 
frequency of cyclones and COL in the Euro-Atlantic area, as presented in the top panels of Figures 7 and 348 
8, respectively. The results reflect some well-known facts: 1) the North Atlantic is a preferred region for 349 
storm-tracks, with northwestern IP being commonly affected by them (Fig. 7); 2) the Mediterranean basin 350 
(and the IP in particular) are the regions in the Euro-Atlantic sector where COL activity is more frequent 351 
throughout the year (Fig. 8). We next check the amplitude and significance of eventual changes in their 352 
frequency (as compared to climatology) during blocking episodes for both the ATL and EUR sectors. We 353 
also explore if there is an agreement between cyclonic and COL blocking-related tracks and the already 354 
mentioned increases in atmospheric instability during these events.  355 
The anomalies in cyclone activity (non-stationary near-surface systems) show a clear increase in most 356 
areas close to the IP during ATL blocks (Figure 7, middle left), in contrast with a sharp decrease in the 357 
UK, where cyclonic activity is almost non-existent during blocking patterns. For EUR blocks (Fig. 7, 358 
middle right) the cyclone frequency decrease is shifted eastwards (over the Scandinavia region), in good 359 
agreement with the location of the blocking high (Fig. 2), but the increase in cyclonic activity elsewhere 360 
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is predominantly non-significant. Note that despite the cyclone increase over the IP there is also a 361 
reduction in moisture fluxes to the north of the IP during blocking conditions (Fig. 6), which may explain 362 
the decrease in precipitation found in NW IP. In this regard, it must also be reminded that a large fraction 363 
of the precipitation that occurs in this region is related to frontal systems that are linked to cyclone centers 364 
located at higher latitudes (Trigo et al., 2004) and whose frequency is strongly reduced during blocking 365 
situations. This is supported by the ATL blocking composites of Fig. 6 and 7, which show that the 366 
maximum decrease in cyclonic activity occurs to the north of the corresponding decrease in moisture 367 
content. Thus, the precipitation deficits in NW IP during ATL blocks can be attributed to a decrease on 368 
the frequency of efficient Atlantic low-pressure systems affecting high latitudes (and the subsequent 369 
decrease in moisture fluxes in the vicinity of northwest Iberia).  370 
Concerning changes in COLs activity, results show a significant increase around the Iberian Peninsula 371 
domain during ATL blocks (over 150% in some areas) as presented in Figure 8. There is also an increase 372 
during EUR blocks, but displaced towards Eastern Europe, although still appreciable in eastern IP 373 
(~50%). The increase in COL and transient cyclones activity during ATL blocks is in fair agreement with 374 
the increase found in precipitation and atmospheric instability anomalies in southern IP. Regarding the 375 
responses found during EUR blocks, there is a slight decrease in cyclonic activity close to northeastern 376 
Iberia (Fig. 7), contrasting with a small increase of COL activity in the Mediterranean coast of the IP (Fig. 377 
8). This fact suggests that the initial stages of COLs - corresponding to troughs located over the region 378 
which later develop and mature into COLs towards the east– may be the main cause for the significant 379 
increases in atmospheric instability and precipitation in the area. 380 
Furthermore, the analysis of Fig.7 (bottom panel) shows that in the IP region the responses in cyclone 381 
frequency to strong zonal flows are similar for the two sectors (both negative). This fact shows that the 382 
different precipitation responses to ATL and EUR zonal flows (see Fig. 4) are likely not related to 383 
changes in cyclone paths. On the contrary, the areas of higher reduction in COLs shift eastwards from 384 
ATL to EUR zonal flows (Fig. 8), apparently in better agreement with the respective regions of negative 385 
precipitation anomalies (Fig. 4). Still, we must bear in mind that both cyclones and COLs analyses were 386 
performed on coarser grids when compared to the high-resolution precipitation dataset, thus losing some 387 
information about the dependence of the precipitation responses on small changes in the location of these 388 
synoptic systems. 389 
5. Extreme value analysis 390 
As stated in the introduction, several areas of the IP are often affected by episodes of torrential 391 
precipitation, with significant contributions to seasonal totals, and important socio-economic impacts. 392 
This is particularly true for the eastern coasts of the IP, as the presence of warm Mediterranean waters 393 
(especially at the end of the summer and the beginning of autumn) fosters such precipitation regimes 394 
(e.g., García-Herrera et al. 2005). We must bear in mind the results from Section 3, where it was evident 395 
that the significant increase in rainfall during blocking episodes over this region was not a result of an 396 
increase in the number of rainy days, thus suggesting a higher rate of heavy precipitation episodes during 397 
such atmospheric patterns. To check the efficiency of regional blocking patterns in promoting extreme 398 
rainfall events, we first computed the ratio between the frequency of blocking and strong zonal flow days 399 
with total precipitation above the local 90th percentile for the ATL and EUR sectors, as presented in 400 
Figure 9. 401 
Easternmost regions of Spain (for ATL and EUR blocks) and southernmost regions of Spain and Portugal 402 
(for ATL blocks) have higher ratios of extreme days during blocking episodes, when compared to strong 403 
zonal flows. The opposite result is found for northwestern IP, where the rainiest days are more associated 404 
with strong zonal flow patterns. Scrutinizing in further detail these different extreme precipitation 405 
regimes, we performed an extreme value analysis on the high-resolution precipitation dataset in order to: 406 
a) identify regions with homogeneous extreme precipitation regimes and find the model that better fits to 407 
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their tailed distributions; b) analyze the contribution of different weather regimes to extreme daily 408 
precipitation episodes in these distinct sectors. 409 
Several authors have shown that the Generalized Pareto (GP) Distribution provides adequate fits for one-410 
side tailed distributions as the one found for precipitation extremes. The use of this type of fit for 411 
precipitation extremes is useful to model parameters such as probability maps of specific threshold 412 
exceedances, or return levels and periods. For example, Vicente-Serrano et al. (2009) used this fit to 413 
model extreme precipitation events in areas of Spain during different phases of the NAO and the 414 
Mediterranean Oscillation, and Toreti et al. (2010) characterized extreme winter precipitation in 415 
Mediterranean coastal sites in association with anomalous atmospheric circulation patterns.  416 
When performing an extreme value analysis, we must bear in mind that the sample sizes of extreme 417 
episodes need to be large enough to provide satisfying fits. This is not the case for all considered 418 
gridpoints of the dataset, as in some areas heavy precipitation events are particularly rare. Furthermore, 419 
adjusting such a large number of local models requires some caution, taking into account that the 420 
associated errors resulting from each particular fit may eventually lead to unreliable results. Hence, the 421 
spatial comparison and coherence of such a large number of fits must be considered carefully. For this 422 
reason, we opted to first apply a spatial aggregation scheme, by considering four boxes of gridpoints. 423 
These boxes (Figure 10) have been defined taking into account the different responses in precipitation 424 
regimes found in the previous sections, as well as areas where extreme events are spatially coherent and 425 
often lead to abundant precipitation and have more severe impacts. In addition, a fifth test box was 426 
defined in central areas of the IP, to check the fit in a region with a different regime of precipitation 427 
extremes. In order to perform this spatial aggregation of the data, it is necessary to check if these sub-428 
domains defined heuristically actually represent homogeneous regions in terms of the extreme 429 
precipitation distribution. For this purpose, we used a methodology based on the L-Moments, where a 430 
statistic H1 checks the degree of heterogeneity of a region in terms of precipitation extremes (for further 431 
details on the methodology see Hosking and Wallis, 1997). This test was applied separately to each box 432 
by considering the gridpoint sub-series containing only rainy days with precipitation above the local 90th 433 
percentile. For all boxes, the H1 statistic presented values lower than 1, i.e., below the required threshold 434 
to consider regions as homogeneous (Hosking and Wallis, 1997). Since the defined regions are 435 
homogenous, for each specific day we considered the absolute maximum of all gridpoints inside the box, 436 
in order to obtain the precipitation extreme daily series of each box. Such a process significantly increases 437 
the number of extreme precipitation records, as compared to that obtained by considering fits for 438 
individual gridpoints. 439 
The above mentioned extreme daily series of each box were then used to assess whether the frequency of 440 
extreme precipitation events in each box and for different weather regimes is large enough to perform the 441 
extreme value analysis. Table 1 presents the number of rainy days with precipitation above the 90th 442 
percentile, and the frequency of such extremes occurring under blocked and zonal days. This exercise also 443 
allows analyzing the effectiveness of each considered weather pattern on promoting extreme precipitation 444 
days in the different areas of the IP.  445 
As it can be seen from Table 1, the sum of extreme days during blocked and zonal patterns corresponds to 446 
almost half of the total extreme days for any of the considered boxes. In the case of BOXNW and BOXN, 447 
the contribution of blocking to extreme precipitation days is near 15%, while that of strong zonal flows is 448 
around 30%. In BOXSW and BOXE, these results are reversed, in agreement with the overall pattern 449 
presented in Fig. 9, thus reinforcing the idea that blocking favors extreme events in these regions, while 450 
strong zonal flows (mainly those occurring over the ATL) are more decisive for extreme precipitation in 451 
the Atlantic areas of the IP. Regarding BOXC, there is a similar contribution of blocked and strong zonal 452 
flows, albeit with slightly higher percentages of extreme events during blocked patterns, particularly 453 
when they are located over the European sector. Therefore, the number of extreme precipitation events 454 
occurring under blocking and zonal flows is large enough to perform an extreme value analysis. 455 
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We next explored the theoretical model that better captures the distribution of the extremes daily series of 456 
each box. This was done by applying different models to the daily series of each considered box and 457 
constructing L-Moment Ratio diagrams to visually check the convenience of each fit (Fig. 11). These 458 
diagrams clearly point to the GP fit as the most suitable one for our extreme precipitation series in all 459 
boxes. Besides this visual inspection, we later checked the goodness-of-fit of models for each sub-region 460 
using the Anderson-Darling test (Wilks, 2011), as it will be detailed further ahead.  461 
In order to perform the GP fit (Beirlant, 2004) for extreme precipitation events in each box, we have 462 
followed a scheme similar to the one presented by Vicente-Serrano et al. (2009). Thus, we defined 463 
discrete blocking and zonal events as sequences of at least four days under those particular synoptic 464 
conditions. While blocked events are more frequent over Europe, zonal patterns are more frequent in the 465 
ATL sector. The results of this classification indicate that zonal events tend to last longer than blocked 466 
events (~9 and ~7 days, respectively), and that for both types of events ATL patterns persist for slightly 467 
longer periods than EUR patterns. Then, once again using the extreme daily series of the individual boxes 468 
(previously obtained from the daily maxima inside each of these sub-regions), we obtained two different 469 
new time-series for each box, each one having a single precipitation value associated to each specific 470 
weather event. These two series are comprised by: 1) the maximum daily value of each event (PMAX); 2) 471 
the accumulated precipitation of each event (PTOT). This has been done in order to perform a temporal 472 
declustering over sequences of rainy days, and thus to avoid the presence of serial dependence or 473 
persistence.  474 
Next, for each box, we followed a peak-over-threshold approach, by calculating the high percentiles of 475 
the series of rainy days, and then applying GP fits for the corresponding tails of the PTOT and PMAX time-476 
series obtained for both weather patterns (blocked and strong events). In order to decide the more 477 
appropriate percentile threshold, we relied on both graphical (probability-probability plots, see 478 
Supplementary Material, S3 and S4) and formal (Anderson-Darling test) selection techniques. Taking this 479 
into account we finally opted for the 90th percentile as a final threshold, and all presented GP fits were 480 
performed for the tail series based on this threshold. The confidence levels for the fits, as well as their 481 
corresponding tail and shape parameters are presented in Tables 2 and 3. 482 
Overall, the confidence levels obtained after performing the Anderson-Darling test are high (above 90%), 483 
thus giving us confidence on most of the performed fits, and once again reinforcing on the convenience of 484 
the GP fit to model precipitation tail distributions. The location parameter of the fits illustrates very well 485 
the different contribution of distinct weather regimes to extreme daily precipitation episodes at the 486 
regional scale. Higher values of this parameter are found for blocked patterns in southern and eastern 487 
areas (BOXE and BOXSW), contrarily to northern regions (BOXN, BOXNW and BOXC), where higher 488 
values are found for zonal flows. These regional differences become clearer when we analyze PTOT, for 489 
which the changes on the location parameter from blocked to zonal flows are higher, particularly for 490 
BOXNW. This is not surprising, since: 1) extreme precipitation days in Mediterranean (Atlantic) areas of 491 
the IP are strongly linked to blocked patterns (strong zonal flows); 2) large sequences of moderate to 492 
heavy rainfall are frequent in northwest Iberia during strong zonal synoptic conditions; 3) torrential 493 
episodes in the Mediterranean coasts occur essentially at shorter time scales. We must recall that the mean 494 
duration of strong zonal flow events is slightly larger than that of blocking events. This is obviously 495 
important when comparing the probabilities for PTOT, as different mean durations involve different 496 
expected accumulated values.  497 
These results confirm the existence of different extreme precipitation regimes between northwestern and 498 
southeastern sectors of the IP, with the former being related to persistent moderate precipitating events 499 
and the latter by short-lived intense episodes. They also demonstrate that these regional differences are to 500 
a large extent due to different triggering large-scale weather regimes (strong zonal flows and blocking 501 
patterns, respectively). These distinct atmospheric configurations play a very different contribution to the 502 
occurrence of extreme events in those regions, and although they are both related to anomalies of the 503 
zonal flow, they exhibit nearly opposite synoptic features and very different persistence signatures, thus 504 
shaping regional differences in the tailed distributions of precipitating events.  505 
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 507 
6. Discussion  508 
 509 
In this work, we made a reassessment of blocking impacts in precipitation regimes over the Iberian 510 
Peninsula, taking advantage of the recently developed high-resolution datasets for the two Iberian 511 
countries. The simple comparison between blocking composites obtained using a low-resolution dataset 512 
(NCEP) and the high-resolution dataset (IBERIA02) clearly shows that only the latter can represent 513 
adequately specific regional impacts. Furthermore, the difference between the impacts caused by blocking 514 
episodes in different sectors (Atlantic and Europe) is also perfectly clear using the high-resolution data. 515 
Overall, blocking occurrence induces a negative to positive marked dipole in precipitation from northwest 516 
to southeast Iberia, with a northeast shift of the largest positive anomalies from ATL blocks to EUR 517 
blocks. We must recall that the blocking structures tend to migrate eastwards in most cases, and hence the 518 
regional precipitation responses partially reflect blocking impacts at different stages of the blocking 519 
lifecycle.  520 
 521 
Increases in precipitation above 50% are found in some regions during blocked synoptic patterns. In 522 
particular, positive precipitation anomalies extend to most of the IP domain during ATL blocks, being 523 
larger in southern and southeastern areas of the IP, while during EUR blocks they tend to be more 524 
restricted to eastern Mediterranean regions. Nevertheless, the relevance of blocking on precipitation 525 
vanishes as we move towards the northwest. In these regions, the blocked patterns only contribute to less 526 
than 10% of the total mean annual precipitation. Nearly opposite results are obtained for strong zonal 527 
flows. However, there are some important asymmetries in the precipitation signals between zonal and 528 
blocked patterns, suggesting some non-linear responses to changes in the westerly flow.  529 
 530 
The synoptic configurations associated with blocking show negative Z500 anomalies to the south of the 531 
blocking centers. As a consequence, during blocking situations, storm-tracks tend to be deflected 532 
southwards, towards the IP domain, explaining part of the precipitation excess found over Iberia. Still, 533 
this shift is not completely compatible with the blocking-related precipitation deficits in northwest Iberia. 534 
In this case, changes in transport and moisture availability during blocking days (involving a reduced 535 
efficiency of Atlantic frontal systems located northwards of the IP) explain the reduction in rainfall 536 
amount. Other important dynamical factors seem to play a role in the precipitation responses to blocking 537 
over the Mediterranean region. In particular, the simultaneous increases in low pressure systems 538 
(particularly cut-off lows) affecting the area and atmospheric instability help to understand the blocking 539 
signatures in precipitation over the Mediterranean coast. This important rise in the frequency of cut-off 540 
lows in the IP area (particularly during ATL blocks) is in agreement with Nieto et al. (2007), which 541 
noticed the increase of COL activity in the southern flank of Euro-Atlantic blocking systems. This 542 
sustains the importance of dynamical factors in shaping the precipitation regimes of the IP, especially in 543 
the Mediterranean areas. Furthermore, the high-resolution dataset reveals substantial differences on the 544 
precipitation responses to blocking over relatively small regions (mainly in the Mediterranean). This 545 
indicates a major importance of local processes (such as moisture convergence and deep convection) on 546 
the precipitation regimes of that part of Iberia and calls for further investigation, including the relevance 547 
and impact of Sea Surface Temperatures, and their connections and feedbacks with the particular synoptic 548 
patterns that arise from blocking situations. 549 
 550 
On the other hand, we have found that, for most of the IP, the precipitation increases associated with 551 
blocking are due to changes in precipitation amount rather than changes in the number of precipitation 552 
days. In fact, despite the overall increase in precipitation under blocking action, there is either a 553 
concurrent decrease in the number of measurable rainfall days in most of the regions of Iberia (more 554 
pronounced in NW Iberia) or irrelevant changes in the number of rainy days. This fact indicates that 555 
rainfall regimes during blocking days are more extreme in southeastern Iberia, where the blocking 556 
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contribution to annual totals is the greatest. The results are supported by the existence of a northwest-557 
southeast dipole in the frequency rate of days with extreme precipitation occurring under strong zonal 558 
flow and blocking.  559 
 560 
Finally, we have performed an Extreme Value Analysis, fitting Generalized Pareto distributions to 561 
maximum daily precipitation and total accumulated precipitation series for distinct homogeneous sub-562 
regions inside the IP during blocking and strong zonal episodes. This approach shows that extreme 563 
precipitation events during blocking conditions tend to be short-lived (i.e., isolated extremes at the daily 564 
scale), mainly in the Mediterranean, while zonal events are more relevant concerning the total episode 565 
accumulated precipitation in northwest Iberia.  566 
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Fig. 1 – Top: Boxes identifying the considered sectors for blocking center location: ATL – from 30W to 675 
0W; EUR – from 0E to 30E. The shadings indicate the annual mean frequency of blocking center 676 
locations in each gridpoint. Blocks outside the 45N to 70N latitude strip were discarded in both sectors. 677 
Bottom: Seasonal frequencies of blocking center location in each sector during 1950-2007 (in percentage 678 
relative to the total number of days in the season). 679 
Fig. 2 – Composites of the daily anomalies (shaded areas) and absolute values (isolines) of 500 hPa 680 
geopotential height for blocking centers in each sector and for all seasons. All values are in decameters 681 
(dam) and the thick line represents the 550 dam isohypse. 682 
Fig. 3 – Seasonal composites of daily precipitation anomalies (%) in the Iberian Peninsula for blocking 683 
center days in each considered sector using (and comparing) the low resolution NCEP/NCAR dataset 684 
with the high resolution IBERIA02 dataset. Regions where the anomalies are statistically significant at 685 
the 5% level are represented with dots. Anomalies for gridpoints with total seasonal precipitation below 686 
50 mm were not considered (grey crosses). 687 
Fig. 4 – Annual composites of daily precipitation anomalies (%) in the Iberian Peninsula for blocking 688 
(left column) and strong zonal flow (center column) days in the Atlantic (upper row) and European (lower 689 
row) sectors. The difference between the regional blocking and strong zonal flow composites is presented 690 
in the right panels. Only statistically significant anomalies at the 5% level are shown. 691 
Fig. 5 – Increase (blue shades) or decrease (red shades) in the number of days with total precipitation 692 
above 1mm during blocked patterns (upper panel) and strong zonal flows (lower panel), when compared 693 
with the complete 1950-2007 climatology (in percentage). Solid black lines represent the contribution (in 694 
percentage) of the corresponding synoptic pattern to the annual total precipitation. 695 
Fig. 6 – Annual composites of the daily Integrated Vapour Transport (IVT, in kg m-1 s-1, blue shading), 696 
the Lifted Index anomaly (LI, in ºC, reddish thick lines), 500hPa geopotential height (Z500, in dam, thin 697 
black lines – the thicker black line corresponds to the 550 dam isohypse) and mean horizontal transport 698 
(black arrows, kg m-1, s-1) for blocking (left panels) days, zonal (middle panel) days and their  difference 699 
(right panel). Upper (lower) row panels correspond to the Atlantic (European) sector composites. 700 
Fig. 7 – Top: Annual mean frequency of non-stationary cyclone centers in the Atlantic-European sector 701 
(counted in 2.5ºx2.5º boxes). Bottom: annual mean changes (in %) in the cyclone frequency during 702 
blocking episodes in the Atlantic (bottom left) and European (bottom right) sectors; increases are shown 703 
with blue shading (solid white lines) and decreases with red shading (dotted white lines). Anomalies are 704 
only depicted in boxes where at least one cyclone per year was registered during the 1950-2007 705 
climatology. 706 
Fig. 8 – Top: Annual mean frequency of cut off lows in the European-Mediterranean sector (counted in 707 
2.5ºx2.5º boxes). Bottom: annual mean change (in %) in the frequency of cut-off lows during blocking 708 
episodes in the Atlantic (bottom left) and European (bottom right) sectors. Areas of increase (decrease) 709 
are shown in blue (red). Anomalies are only depicted in boxes where at least one cut-off per year was 710 
registered during the 1950-2007 climatology. Black dots represent the areas with significant decreases 711 
that do not achieve that threshold. 712 
Fig. 9 – Extreme precipitation efficiency: quotient between the number of blocking days with daily 713 
precipitation above the 90th percentile and the number of zonal days with daily precipitation above the 714 
90th percentile (in %) in the ATL (left panel) and EUR (right panel) sectors. Quotients above the 100% 715 
isoline (thick black lines) are represented by darker reddish shading. 716 
Fig. 10 – Boxes defined for the Generalized Pareto fit: northwest (BOXNW); north (BOXN), southwest 717 
(BOXSW); east (BOXE) and central (BOXC). These boxes were defined taking into account the 718 
precipitation anomaly patterns found in section 3, and also the Iberian Peninsula geography and socio-719 
economic factors.  720 
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Fig. 11 – L-Moment Ratio diagrams for series of precipitation days above the 90th percentile in the five 721 
considered boxes inside the Iberian Peninsula. Different curves represent different types of Extreme 722 
Value distributions and grey dots represent correspond to the observed values in each box. 723 
 724 
 725 
Table 1 – Number of extreme rainy days (above 1mm, with total precipitation above the 90th percentile) 726 
for each box, and the relative contribution of each considered weather pattern (in percentage with respect 727 
to the total number of extreme rainy days). 728 
Table 2 – Confidence levels (bold) after the Anderson-Darling test, the tail parameter, and the scale 729 
parameter of each GP fit applied to the tailed distribution (above the 90th percentile) of the PMAX series of 730 
the five considered boxes of gridpoints, during blocking (left columns) and strong zonal events (right 731 
columns) in the ATL and EUR sectors. 732 
Table 3 – Same as Table 2, but for the PTOT time-series 733 
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Table 1 – Number of extreme rainy days (above 1mm, with total precipitation above the 90th percentile) 
for each box, and the relative contribution of each considered weather pattern (in percentage with respect 
to the total number of extreme rainy days). 
 Days BlockATL BlockEUR Blocktotal ZonalATL ZonalEUR Zonaltotal Other 
BOXNW 1901 5.4% 8.8% 14.2% 25.9% 6.0% 31.9% 53.9% 
BOXN 1842 8.8% 8.1% 16.9% 19.3% 3.9% 23.2% 59.8% 
BOXSW 1542 17.4% 12.9% 30.4% 10.5% 4.7% 15.2% 54.4% 
BOXE 1933 15.7% 16.2% 32.0% 10.0% 2.0% 12.0% 55.9% 
BOXC 1498 11.1% 11.0% 22.2% 10.9% 5.8% 16.8% 61.1% 
 
Table 2 – Confidence levels (bold) after the Anderson-Darling test, the tail parameter, and the scale 
parameter of each GP fit applied to the tailed distribution (above the 90th percentile) of the PMAX series of 
the five considered boxes of gridpoints, during blocking (left columns) and strong zonal events (right 
columns) in the ATL and EUR sectors. 
PMAX BlockATL BlockEUR ZonalATL ZonalEUR 
  BOXNW 90% / 0.04 / 19.82 85% / -0.18 / 31.71 89% / -0.23 / 41.02 92% / -0.23 / 41.60 
  BOXN 91% / -0.10 / 25.90 88% / -0.19 / 29.42 92% / -0.23 / 29.83 91% / -0.20 / 27.08 
  BOXSW 91% / -0.18 / 34.06 91% / -0.09 / 23.70 87% / 0.03 / 21.07 87% / -0.32 / 29.15 
  BOXE 91% / 0.00 / 51.24 86% / -0.14 / 50.75 95% / 0.02 / 47.73 88% / 0.02 / 29.33 
  BOXC 92% / 0.04 / 20.99 94% / 0.05 / 23.52 88% / -0.20 / 29.68 91% / -0.13 / 34.98 
 
Table 3 – Same as Table 2, but for the PTOT time series 
PTOT BlockATL BlockEUR ZonalATL ZonalEUR 
  BOXNW 91% / 0.05 / 90.80 88% / -0.10 / 122.36 95% / -0.10 / 236.02 93% / -0.10 / 236.02 
  BOXN 88% / -0.18 / 135.34 93% / -0.16 / 111.37 93% / -0.05 / 171.96 91% / -0.05 / 171.96 
  BOXSW 91% / 0.04 / 121.87 93% / -0.23 / 132.36 95% / 0.00 / 98.79 94% / 0.00 / 98.79 
  BOXE 94% / -0.07 / 208.26 94% / -0.06 / 204.86 95% / -0.01 / 167.79 94% / -0.01 / 167.79 
  BOXC 89% / 0.02 / 92.55 95% / -0.02 / 91.96 93% / -0.06 / 107.70 91% / -0.06 / 107.70 
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